
ADVERTISING?

In a variety of sectors DutchReview is always on the 

lookout for longterm and sustainable partnerships. 

For a certain period of time you will be our exclusive 

partner when we write about certain topics such as 

housing and jobs. So do you like what we do and you 

think DutchReview is a natural fit with your business? 

Contact us and lets talk!
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SPONSORED ARTICLES ON DUTCHREVIEW.COM

DutchReview is a Dutch magazine for expats, 

Dutchies with an international taste, Internationalists 

with a Dutch appetite, in short: anything involving 

Dutchness. Our content is a mix of themes related, 

but not restricted, to culture (both refined and 

popular), politics, history,  opinions, lifestyle, and 

backgrounds. We strive to bring factual, informative, 

and also humorous writings. Because if you wanted 

otherto read dry informative pieces of text, you could have 

gone to school instead of DutchReview.
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A great option for most parties is sponsored articles. DutchReview will feature your product or service in an article 

written in our typical style. This way we will draw attention in an authentic way and we will only feature products that 

fit DutchReview in a natural way.Sponsored articles will help your business get ahead in the long run. Our articles 

will remain online for years to come. Due to the high quality of our content, we can share a sponsored article multi-

ple times per year (without added costs for you!). Your website will also receive a sustainable SEO boost by being 

linked to DutchReview. Naturally we will promote your article vigoursly on our social media outlets. 

Examples of sponsored articles: 

BANNERS

EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIPS

The traditional way of advertisement is of course also possible on 

DutchReview. We can feature your website/product in our sidebar, 

footer or header in a variety of shapes.

Contact us for the exact prices and options available.

Banners in combination with an article or a more permanent 

partnership? We love that!
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- Listicle (“8 great things about learning Dutch”)

- A guide (‘The definitive guide for finding the right house in Holland’)

- A review (‘Wanna have a great night in the Hague? This is the place’)

Together we will decide on what style and kind of article will fit your 

needs and goals best. We’re always a fan of the idea of combining 

content marketing with other advertizing methods.

prices starting at:

*stats from October 2016


